FEATURE

Getting finicky
about filters

story and photos by
dennis furlan

M

Smaller details can lead to bigger
sales and better customer service

any images come to mind when you think of of exciting
projects in an automotive service shop. From engine refits
and major body work to transmission jobs and electrical
systems repairs, there’s no shortage of big-ticket items that
bring in customers and keeps shops busy.

However, as many auto service professionals well know, it’s often the smaller jobs that
can be just as crucial to addressing customers’
needs. That’s where filters come into play.
Whether it’s the oil filter that gets changed
every time an oil change gets done; the air
filter that protects the engine from foreign
materials; the cabin filter that safeguards the
air we breathe inside the car; or the fuel filter
that screens out dirt and rust, when filters
generally go wrong, so can the entire performance and functioning of any vehicle.
Yet, as simple as this concept seems, as is
often the case in auto maintenance and repair, theoretical common sense often doesn’t
square with the real world. When it comes to
filters, it means awareness and maintenance
are sometimes overlooked.
This certainly isn’t the case for the service
technicians that work at CRS Automotive,

which has two Ontario shops — one in Hamilton, and the other in Oakville. According to
owner Ahmad Liaqat, “Our guys make sure
that filters are checked whenever possible.
It’s the customer that sometimes doesn’t
know about the importance of filters. But we
always ask our customers about filters and
keep them informed about maintenance and
repair options.”

DON’T OVERLOOK FILTERS
In fact, Liaqat says technicians at his shops
always try to check the filters, but that it’s
not always possible.
“With some cabin filters, it can take up
to 40 minutes just to access them. In those
cases, we ask the customer when was the
last time it was serviced. If it’s been a while,
then we might have to take a look and make a
change.”
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In some cases, what they
find isn’t so pretty. Says
Liaqat, “There’s mold, mildew, leaves and all kind of
debris. The cabin filter is
the most overlooked filter

tomers in Canada right now.
Canadian Tire sells more
cabin filters than any other
place. They always make sure
to ask the customer when
it’s last been changed. They

Filters should be changed once a
year — every shop needs to stay
on top of this
in a vehicle. When people
have problems with allergies
and breathing, they often
don’t realize it’s the cabin
filter that’s the culprit. So
we always recommend it be
changed at least once a year.”

J

ay Buckley, director
of technical training for FRAM, is in
complete agreement when it comes
to cabin filters, health and
maintenance. He says, “It’s
a hugely undersold market. There are millions and
millions of cars sold with
cabin filters, and the sales
of aftermarket cabin filters don’t reflect that. Many
times people aren’t changing
them because they don’t even
know their cars are equipped
with one.”
Buckley continues, “I’m
going to plug one of my cus-

should be changed at least
once a year. All shops should
stay on top of that. It’s not
only good for the customer,
it’s good for business too.”
Buckley also has his share
of stories about what people find in neglected cabin

filters.
“We’ve found birds in
them, dead rats — all kinds
of stuff. But that’s what
happens when you haven’t
changed a cabin filter in five
years. People change their
home furnace filters frequently. There should be the
exact same mindset for vehicle cabin filters too.”
Ironically, Buckley believes
that too many repair shops
across North America are
focusing on the wrong kind
of filter repair and maintenance.
“You see so many sales on
oil changes. It’s how they try
to bring customers into the
shop. But, because they’re
CONTINUED ON P. 25

When you’re doing customer oil and
filter changes, use premium quality
oils and filters. Otherwise, your
customer’s vehicle is running on
equipment that’s below specified
standards.
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FEATURE
RIGHT-TECH AUTO REPAIR
AND SERVICE

SNAPSHOT
Angastiniotis always wanted to have his
own automotive service business — cars
were a passion from the age of five. He
started in 1998 with three rented service
bays in a Sunoco Station. Eventually he
bought property and designed his own
four-bay facility.
Services everything from mini-vans to
McLarens and Ferraris. Angastiniotis
constantly invests in tools and technology needed to service any vehicle that’s
brought in. He does whatever he needs
to do. That includes ordering Ferrari
manuals online from the U.K.
When he started, Right-Tech was a
one-man operation but eventually
Angastiniotis realized he’d never grow
the business trying to do everything
himself. Today, Right-Tech has four technicians and two service advisors.
In 2013, Angastiniotis implemented a
formal work-flow process for service orders
that he spent 18 months designing himself.
Honed over three years, the process has
increased shop efficiency and customer
satisfaction, and seen business double.
The shop struggled for two years from
2013 to 2015 during road construction
when crews constantly blocked both
entrances with equipment and concrete
barriers. “The community made sure we
got through it,” says Angastiniotis. RightTech has received the Consumer’s Choice
GTA West Award for 2016 and 2017.

CONTINUED FROM P. 23

charging so little, they’re sometimes
putting in lower-quality oil and filters,
which means that the car is running on
equipment that is below specified standards. That’s not an ideal situation.”

OEM VS. AFTERMARKET
Which brings up an issue of some interest in the filter industry: the value of
equipment made by original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs). Specifically,
filters made by the auto manufacturers
or their branded parts providers, versus
the range of filters made by aftermarket
manufacturers.
It seems the aftermarket options hold
up quite well.
According to Liaqat, “In our shops, we
only sell the aftermarket filters to our
customers. In our opinion, they’re built
to the same specifications as the OEMs,
if not better, and they offer various
levels of products, which gives us a good
range of choices.”
Unsurprisingly, Buckley from Fram
concurs with this assessment of the
quality of aftermarket filters that companies like his provide. He says, “Even
our least expensive filters exceed the
OEM specifications, and they’re usually
about a dollar less than the OEM version
at the retail level.”

NOT ALL FILTERS ARE ALIKE
1970s bands” on his client list. “We’ve
got a lot of different demographics,” says
Angastiniotis.

Know a shop that should be featured? We’re
always interested in top-notch shops across
Canada to profile in Shop SnapShot. Contact the
editor at editorial.dean@gmail.com.

Then, of course, there’s the debate
surrounding what even constitutes an
OEM filter. First, there’s the difference
between an OEM and OES (original
equipment supplier) filter. New cars will
be supplied with an OEM filter from the
manufacturer, while a replacement OES
CONTINUED ON P. 29
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most of the filter protection should come
within the first 5,000 miles driven anyhow.”
In addition, there’s also the reality that
some OEM filters are actually made by the
aftermarket filter manufacturers. Buckley
points out that FRAM is the OEM filter manufacturer for Honda and Subaru.
Some shops may not be aware of this. Some
are.
“The aftermarket filter manufacturers
even make some of the OEM versions, which
is why we’re confident in the aftermarket
quality and offerings,” Liaqat says.

If you don’t stay on top
of filters, it can cost
your customers big

O

EM (and OES) filters do have their
merits and advantages. Mopar is
the parts provider for Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA). In an email
statement to AutoShop Business magazine,
the company says, “Mopar filters, as with all
Mopar products, are unique in that they are
engineered with the same teams that create
factory-authorized vehicle specifications for
all FCA US LLC vehicles — a direct connection
that no other aftermarket parts company can
provide. Mopar products are also validated
and tested for quality and durability, according to strict, factory-specific guidelines not
available to the aftermarket.”

ments they’ve observed recently regarding
filters, both Buckley and Liaqat are quick to
answer.
Says Buckley, “Because the interval between oil changes is becoming longer, all
oil-filter companies are upping their game
too. For example, our base-model oil filter
has a 10,000-mile capacity, but the valves
only 6,000 miles. But that’s changing too,
and all the filter companies are upgrading
these capacities.”
For Liaqat, one of the biggest changes he
has seen is in fuel filters. He says, “With more
and more cars you’re seeing permanent-type,
non-serviceable fuel filters, versus those that
we could previously service and replace quite
easily. So, if there’s a problem with these
non-serviceable filters, we usually have to
replace the fuel pump, which can range anywhere from $500 to $1,000.”
It’s not the kind of money value you’d
normally associate with vehicle filter issues.
But these are the kinds of costs that customers can accrue if filter maintenance and repair
aren’t properly addressed by your shop when
customers are relying on you for their vehicle
service and the customer care involved.

CRS Automotive
owner Ahmad
Liaqat is confident
in the quality of
aftermarket-made
filters.

STAYING ON TOP OF THINGS
When asked about technological develop-
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